Introduction
Ninilchik is just one of the places where Russian language has been spoken in Alaska. Besides geographical variation, the following kinds of linguistic Russian presence are visible in modern Alaska. They can be identified as the following forms and formats.
Influence related to the Russian American period:
A variety of the Russian language formed during the Russian American period, and speakers of Alaskan Russian remain in some pockets in Alaska, most notably in the village of Ninilchik. Other places include Kodiak Island and, until recently, Nanwalek and Port Graham.
Native Alaskan languages, including Aleut, Eskimo, Athabaskan, and Tlingit, have many hundreds of Russian borrowings (Krauss 1996; Kibrik 2008) . Numerous place names in Alaska, such as Baranof Island, the village of Ouzinkie in the Kodiak area, or the village Nikolski in the Aleutians, are Russian.
It is highly probable that speakers of Dena'ina commonly knew Russian due to contacts with Russian speakers in the Kenai area. (The word for Dena'ina people in Ninilchik Russian is k'ináytsi.)
Not exactly Russian, but the Russian variant of Old Church Slavonic is used in liturgy in many orthodox parishes in Alaska. Of particular interest is the fact that Native people in some places memorize many Slavonic prayers and hymns and perform them on appropriate occasions, even though they never understood Slavonic.
Influence unrelated to the period of Russian America:
During the 1960s and 1970s a significant immigration of Russian-speaking Old Believers came into Alaska, arriving via Oregon but stemming originally from Old Believer groups in the Russian Far East and in Turkey. The Old Believers' largest village in Alaska is Nikolaevsk on the Kenai Peninsula.
Alaska also is home to a large number of recent Russian-speaking immigrants who arrived from various places in Russia during the last couple of decades.
This entire array of linguistic Russian presence in Alaska is interesting and worth close examination. This paper, however, concentrates on the first aspect -the Alaskan Russian, as spoken by the people of the village of Ninilchik on the Kenai Peninsula.
"Archaeological approach" in the studies of Alaskan Russian
Any speaker of modern Russian who happens to learn about the language spoken in Ninilchik will ask, "How different is this language variety from the so-called 'standard Russian'?" The next question will logically be, "Why so? Is it a result of attrition or language contact, and if this contact led to creolization, when and how did it happen?" It is obvious that in Russian colonial times some forms of Russian were spoken in every place where Russian presence was noticeable. What is not obvious and demands special research is proving that at the end of the 18 th and beginning of the 19 th century there existed a lingua franca which emerged as a result of contact between Russian and the indigenous languages of Alaska. We believe that this lingua franca was a specific variety of the Russian language of that time. We, at the beginning of the 21 st century, can only glimpse that variety by the 'iceberg tip' in the form of the speech of representatives of the Ninilchik community. This situation is like what archaeologists face when they reconstruct a culture from the presently available remnants. Attribution in time plays a crucial role in this process.
To claim that phenomenon 'P' existed at time 'T' we need positive evidence of that.
Often 'P' could have existed before 'T,' but if there is no positive evidence, 'P' should not be attributed to a time earlier than 'T.' Language is a constantly changing phenomenon. An archaeological approach to language investigation pays special attention to attributing changes to a certain period in the life of the language. This, necessarily, involves questions of what caused the change, whether it was gradual or rather abrupt. The field of contact linguistics deals with such questions very cautiously.
"It has often been said that the types of change observable in an obsolescent language do not differ from those occurring in other kinds of contact settings. … Both language contact and language obsolescence may promote structural changes, but specific criteria have not yet been established to distinguish between changes that can be seen as signs of obsolescence in process and changes that might occur under language contact or multilingual settings. … The view that contact-induced changes and the consequences of language decay have to be distinguished is relatively unusual among specialists in the field" (Chamoreau, Léglise 2012:13) .
We believe that differences between these two situations may, in some cases, be detected through fine-grained "archaeological" work. We also believe that postulating the existence of Alaskan Russian using the evidence from Ninilchik Russian and other available resources demands this kind of work.
One of the first steps in this work is building a timeline for the changes that took place and thus determining the stages/varieties of Alaskan (Ninilchik) Russian. This is represented in Table 1 . 
Ninilchik Russian Dictionary Project
The dictionary (Bergelson et al. 2017 ) reflects various stages of our work on Ninilchik Russian and a variety of tasks we undertook. Of course, documenting Ninilchik Russian has always been our main priority. Compiling a noun dictionary serves this purpose best. Nouns designate objects, concepts, and artifacts that make up the linguistic universe of people speaking this language. Thus our primary targets were nouns.
Later, with more word forms filling up the dictionary, the project expanded, especially when we started adding verbs that have a rather complicated system of inflectional categories in Russian. The peculiarities of the Ninilchik/Alaskan Russian grammar drew our attention. These include individual differences characteristic of an isolated language variety at the brink of extinction and other broader issues of contact linguistics.
The Ninilchik Russian Dictionary (NRD) project began in 1997 when the activists of the Ninilchik community invited the authors to help document their native language and thus preserve it for the succeeding generations. That work built upon prior linguistic studies by the Irish linguist Conor Daly (Daly, 1986) , as well as genealogical research by Wayne Leman, the American linguist, a descendant of Ninilchik families (Leman 1994) . We took as our starting point the dictionary of Dena'ina James Kari put together (Kari 2007) . Later, in 2008 Later, in -2009 , Leman joined the Bergelson and Kibrik dictionary project. We did three field trips in 2012, 2014, and 2017. Marina Raskladkina also took part, and we collected much additional information.
From the very beginning, this project aimed to document as much as possible the unique linguistic and cultural heritage of Ninilchik in a form consistent with general principles of academic work, basic linguistic and lexicographic conventions, and traditions of Russian lexicography. At the same time we strived to make the dictionary available to the Ninilchik people, and hope they will use this product as a valuable resource.
The end result of our ongoing project will be a multimedia product with three parts: a dictionary per se, a grammar sketch, and a cultural commentary. So far we have finished the paper variant of the dictionary that will be further supplemented with audio illustrations (Bergelson et al. 2017) .
Using the Dictionary
To render the Ninilchik Russian sounds we had to choose between using the official Continental Russian Cyrillic writing system and some kind of transcription based on the Roman alphabet. The people of Ninilchik, the most important readership of the dictionary, are mostly unfamiliar with Cyrillic and standard Russian. These descendants of Ninilchik Russian speakers are Americans who speak English and write using the Roman letters. That is why we developed a practical Roman-based orthography adequately representing Ninilchik Russian sounds and pronunciation. That system was previously described in our publications Bergelson, Kibrik 2013) . Most of the letters (and letter combinations) used in this transcription represent sounds similar to the corresponding English sounds. In, for example, the Ninilchik Russian word chem (which means 'with what') the first sound is almost the same as in the English word chair, the second as in bed, and the third as in map.
But there are a few important differences. Most consonants in Ninilchik Russian and in Continental Russian exist in two variants: regular (or "hard") and palatalized ("soft"). The soft consonants are marked by an apostrophe ('), for example n'et 'no' or p'at' 'five.' For an American ear it sounds as if the consonant were followed by a [y] The Dictionary includes lexical entries of five types:  nouns (n), including proper names (pn)  verbs of the imperfective and perfective aspects (v ipfv, v pfv),  adjectives/participles, numerals, and adverbs (adj, num, adv),  prepositions, conjunctions, particles (prep, conj, prt) ,  exclamations, discourse markers, set phrases, and expressions (phr).
The distinction between the perfective (pfv) and imperfective (ipfv) verbs is extremely important in Russian. It tells how an event was performed. Very roughly it corresponds to a completed event as opposed to simply describing an event, without focusing on its end or result. That is why we pay such attention to marking this distinction in the entries for the verbs included in the dictionary. Each type of entry must include a set of fields in the dictionary database. At most, a dictionary entry may include fields such as sound file, part of speech, translation into English, literal meanings, examples, and their translations, pictures, cross-references, types of usage, etc. The cross-reference, or See field, gives readers an opportunity to check other words that are semantically interrelated. The field where phonetic variants are cited allows one to see words pronounced slightly differently by different speakers. Of course, the current paper version of the dictionary does not include sound files.
Guiding principles
In our work on the dictionary, our team (Mira Bergelson, Andrej Kibrik, Wayne Leman, and Marina Raskladkina) was guided by certain principles. We wanted to balance the following aspects, described below.
Lexicon~Grammar~Culture. Language, as seen by modern linguistic approaches, is a multifaceted object belonging to the three realms of human existence: biological, psychological, and social. If we want to understand how language functions, we need to view it not as an object, but as an activity. The activity that brings together all three constituents is communication. To satisfy this condition, the dictionary includes not only regular entries, but also proper names as a separate word class. These proper names include place names for locations that were important for the Ninilchik community and personal names of the Ninilchik elders. Proper names as a separate category of words is characteristic of Ninilchik Russian as the language of a specific, rather small, community. Names and nicknames of individuals, as well as place names, tell the story of the Ninilchik community. These entries will play a special role in the cultural commentary. They demonstrate how culture and physical context (history and geography of the region) may shape the resulting linguistic form. In the current version of the dictionary they are placed in an appendix. Excerpts from songs, kids' rhymes, games, collocations, set expressions and the like are also presented as an appendix to the main body of lexical entries. These expressions are crucial for interpreting cultural meanings salient in the Ninilchik community. Examples of two lexical entries for the proper names are given in Table 2 . The grammar sketch includes information on phonology, phonetics, noun and verb forms, on how adjectives and participles are derived, a description of the pronominal system, specifics of verb phrases, main syntactic, and discourse structures. We avoid giving grammatical information in the lexical entry itself. What we have there are the examples of the word usage in context, which allows linguists to extract the grammatical features if needed but still doesn't impose it on the regular user. This fits very well with our next issue, which is balancing … Academic rigor and accessibility to non-specialists. The paper version of the dictionary is primarily for the traditional Ninilchik community, descendants of the old families, and people interested in learning more about the Russian linguistic and cultural heritage. To keep, add, and retrieve data for more sophisticated dictionary outputs and to do research on the Ninilchik Russian grammar and discourse, we use the LexiquePro data management system. This software allows us to keep various types of information as a record under one lexical entry. The data then can be searched and sorted according to various parameters: parts of speech, phonetic variants, phrasal examples and their translation, encyclopedic and cultural comments, usage by various speakers, or reference to the semantically related dictionary items. This information allows us to organize records in the database and structure them based on the research issues.
Our main interests in studying Ninilchik Russian include both the theory of contact linguistics and practical issues of language description. The latter include nominal and verbal paradigms and the most prominent categories of the Russian grammar: the aspect of the verbs and the gender of the nouns. And how these grammatical issues are studied depends on yet another choice of balance.
Full coverage of the available data and specifics of Ninilchik Russian as opposed to Continental Russian.
We describe Ninilchik Russian as a language variety in its own right. It is considered a common rule in Russian dialectology to describe every separate dialect, or language variety, as a system of its own. Still, typological and comparative language studies will inevitably need some basis for comparison when describing specific grammar patterns or lexicons. In the case of the Alaskan Russian studies there are two ways to do it. One can compare Ninilchik Russian to the standard, so-called 'Moscow Russian' or instead to the whole variety of all available Russian dialects. We chose the latter and call this conglomerate Continental Russian (CR) as opposed to the one and only overseas Russian variety, namely -Alaskan Russian.
There are at least two good reasons for such a decision. First, it is well known that the socalled 'Russian' population of Russian America represented many regional, social, and ethnic groups, which influenced the development of Alaskan Russian, its resulting form, and its significant variation among families and individuals. Second, is a less discussed, but probably even more important fact that Alaskan Russian has always existed as an oral language. For a number of years crucial to its development Ninilchik Russian did not experience any influences of any kind from the written languages: it was a monolingual community where the overwhelming majority was illiterate. Thus, Ninilchik Russian syntax had no interference from the syntax of a written language. This is well demonstrated by fragmentation, or a lack of hierarchical recursive structures, in its discourse.
We first registered discourse excerpts mostly as examples for the dictionary lexical entries, but later focused on them as objects of special study. The very special evolution of Ninilchik Russian from the written to oral language as opposed to what took places in many languages of the world, including Continental Russian, that developed written forms, makes it possible to study Russian discourse not 'spoiled' by the written tradition. It is extremely valuable for modern linguistics where, eventually, the primacy of the oral form of language over the written ones became recognized even if not yet well researched. Another most important consequence of the oral tradition of Ninilchik Russian is that it sheds light on the status of the Alaskan Russian. Many specific features of Ninilchik Russian, as opposed to Continental Russian, were described as the result of its being an endangered, moribund, and creolized language form. In fact, we may need to revise this because these unique features may be as well, or better, described as characteristic of its unusual oral status.
